
PRODUCT INFORMATION SHEET

Name NIGHT BIRDS PENDENT EXTERIOR

Type pendent lamp, outdoor lamp

ID PC1111

Description
The Night Birds collection by Boris Klimek is now available in a new version suitable for exterior use. Night Birds Exterior
are identical to the original indoor collection, which was inspired by the freedom and abandon of bird flight. In order to
withstand the whims of the weather, the lights have been modified to comply with the IP54 rating for exterior use, namely by
enlarging and weatherproofing the positionable hand-polished dural body, which conceals a sophisticated balancing
mechanism and the subtle LED light source. The bigger, more robust metal body also allows for a greater selection of light
sources. Like the original Night Birds collection, Night Birds Exterior offers three different lights, each with a different wing
position, which come in either white or dark (nearly black) variants. From now on, Night Birds are as home in the elements
or the dark of night as they are in the comfort of the indoors.

Technical description
The technologies applied in the Night Birds collection are based on the principles of recycling, sustainability, and
environmentally friendly manufacturing. The base material used in the lights is the waste glass generated in the production
of other Brokis collections. This recycled glass material is subjected to several stages of processing using older
glassmaking techniques (hand grinding, sandblasting) as well as newer ones (melt moulding, waterjet cutting, mould
shaping), giving rise to a skilful blend of tradition and modernity. Each light is an unrepeatable original with its own story.

Glass Colour

opal - opaque glass - massif A CGC772

smoke grey - massif A CGC882

smoke grey BROKISGLASS matte A CGC1480

triplex opal BROKISGLASS matte A CGC1478

Body finish

silver anodized A CCS1917

black anodized A CCS1948

Canopy finish

brushed stainless steel A CCSC974

Cable colour

silicone cable - black A CECL2758

silicone cable - white A CECL2757

Recommended Bulbs

230V, LED, GU10, 6,5W, 2700K, DIM A CEB2761
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PRODUCT INFORMATION SHEET

Name NIGHT BIRDS PENDENT EXTERIOR

Type pendent lamp, outdoor lamp

ID PC1112

Description
The Night Birds collection by Boris Klimek is now available in a new version suitable for exterior use. Night Birds Exterior
are identical to the original indoor collection, which was inspired by the freedom and abandon of bird flight. In order to
withstand the whims of the weather, the lights have been modified to comply with the IP54 rating for exterior use, namely by
enlarging and weatherproofing the positionable hand-polished dural body, which conceals a sophisticated balancing
mechanism and the subtle LED light source. The bigger, more robust metal body also allows for a greater selection of light
sources. Like the original Night Birds collection, Night Birds Exterior offers three different lights, each with a different wing
position, which come in either white or dark (nearly black) variants. From now on, Night Birds are as home in the elements
or the dark of night as they are in the comfort of the indoors.

Technical description
The technologies applied in the Night Birds collection are based on the principles of recycling, sustainability, and
environmentally friendly manufacturing. The base material used in the lights is the waste glass generated in the production
of other Brokis collections. This recycled glass material is subjected to several stages of processing using older
glassmaking techniques (hand grinding, sandblasting) as well as newer ones (melt moulding, waterjet cutting, mould
shaping), giving rise to a skilful blend of tradition and modernity. Each light is an unrepeatable original with its own story.

Glass Colour

opal - opaque glass - massif A CGC772

smoke grey - massif A CGC882

smoke grey BROKISGLASS matte A CGC1480

triplex opal BROKISGLASS matte A CGC1478

Body finish

silver anodized A CCS1917

black anodized A CCS1948

Canopy finish

brushed stainless steel A CCSC974

Cable colour

silicone cable - black A CECL2758

silicone cable - white A CECL2757

Recommended Bulbs

230V, LED, GU10, 6,5W, 2700K, DIM A CEB2761
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PRODUCT INFORMATION SHEET

Name NIGHT BIRDS PENDENT EXTERIOR

Type pendent lamp, outdoor lamp

ID PC1113

Description
The Night Birds collection by Boris Klimek is now available in a new version suitable for exterior use. Night Birds Exterior
are identical to the original indoor collection, which was inspired by the freedom and abandon of bird flight. In order to
withstand the whims of the weather, the lights have been modified to comply with the IP54 rating for exterior use, namely by
enlarging and weatherproofing the positionable hand-polished dural body, which conceals a sophisticated balancing
mechanism and the subtle LED light source. The bigger, more robust metal body also allows for a greater selection of light
sources. Like the original Night Birds collection, Night Birds Exterior offers three different lights, each with a different wing
position, which come in either white or dark (nearly black) variants. From now on, Night Birds are as home in the elements
or the dark of night as they are in the comfort of the indoors.

Technical description
The technologies applied in the Night Birds collection are based on the principles of recycling, sustainability, and
environmentally friendly manufacturing. The base material used in the lights is the waste glass generated in the production
of other Brokis collections. This recycled glass material is subjected to several stages of processing using older
glassmaking techniques (hand grinding, sandblasting) as well as newer ones (melt moulding, waterjet cutting, mould
shaping), giving rise to a skilful blend of tradition and modernity. Each light is an unrepeatable original with its own story.

Glass Colour

opal - opaque glass - massif A CGC772

smoke grey - massif A CGC882

smoke grey BROKISGLASS matte A CGC1480

triplex opal BROKISGLASS matte A CGC1478

Body finish

silver anodized A CCS1917

black anodized A CCS1948

Canopy finish

brushed stainless steel A CCSC974

Cable colour

silicone cable - black A CECL2758

silicone cable - white A CECL2757

Recommended Bulbs

230V, LED, GU10, 6,5W, 2700K, DIM A CEB2761
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